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olgunholt
The second season of War-Torn Alliances takes place in the Olgunholt, a dense forest with a dark reputation that occupies
much of southern Ord. This forest is home to a number of small, isolated communities, including those who worship the
old ways and heed the True Law of Menoth as part of an unbroken legacy predating the arrival of the Orgoth. The forest
is filled with unwholesome horrors that would gladly pillage or despoil these communities and their ways. Will you stand
beside Olgunholt’s protectors or join the ranks of those who seek to extinguish the flame? Rally your forces and bring Wrath
down upon your foes. Call upon your allies for a Walk in the Woods. Be the aggressor and drive your opponent from the
battlefield in Onslaught!

Scenarios

Players can randomly select a scenario for one-on-one
games before each game by rolling 2d6 and then picking
the corresponding scenario from the table in the War-Torn
Alliances rules document. Scenarios suitable for team games
will be noted and can be randomly selected by rolling a d6.
For Unbound games, see p. 56 in No Quarter Magazine #37
for how to randomly determine scenarios for one-on-one and
multiplayer games.

Alliances

Alliances are faction pairings that represent an uneasy
agreement to battle toward a common goal. These tenuous
accords will change with each War-Torn Alliances season.
Allied factions will work together to conquer territory on the
league map, so use your allies to your advantage and work
hard to maintain your foothold, lest another alliance moves in
to usurp your claim!
Please see the Alliances section in the War-Torn Alliances
rules document for more details.
Alliances for this season are as follows:
• Cygnar–Thornfall Alliance
• Protectorate–Retribution

• Khador–Blindwater Congregation
• Cryx–Circle

• Mercenaries–Skorne
• Trollbloods–Legion

Upgrades

The following upgrades are available for War-Torn Alliances:
Olgunholt.
• Cygnar – Lancer: Augmented Boiler; Defender: Storm Capacitor;
Hammersmith: Vulnerability Reactor

• Protectorate – Repenter: Flamewave Formation; Crusader: Burnt
Offering; Reckoner: Menoth’s Grace

• Khador – Berserker: Vlad’s Veterans; Kodiak: Impalement Spikes;
Marauder: Orgoth Relic Retrofit

• Cryx – Defiler: Oozing Carapace; Corruptor: Sludge Accelerator;
Harrower: Soulreaper Modification

• Retribution – Aspis: Reactive Dynamo; Hydra: Unstoppable Force
Cannon; Phoenix: Halo Compensator

• Mercenaries – Vanguard: Charge Pistons; Ghordson Driller:
Sericsteel Drill; Mule: Skullcrusher

• Trollbloods – Pyre Troll: Extra Flamey Claws; Troll Bouncer:
Extended Chain; Earthborn Dire Troll: Rapid Shifting.

• Circle – Gorax: Cornered Animal; Shadowhorn Satyr: Superior
Breeding; Woldwarden: Runes of Fate

• Skorne – Cyclops Shaman: Shaman Elder; Rhinodon: Savage
Beatings; Titan Gladiator: Overeater

• Legion – Shredder: Blooded Prey; Teraph: Counterblaster;
Ravagore: Fireworks

• Minions – Gun Boar: Gun Line; Blackhide Wrastler: Never Say
Die; Swamp Horror: Croak-bred Terror

Faction-specific upgrade checklists for War-Torn Alliances:
Olgunholt can be found in No Quarter Magazine #41.

Season Models

The following season models are available for War-Torn
Alliances: Olgunholt.
• Cygnar – Caspian Blade Knight Command

• Protectorate – Dahkev Falchin of Olgunholt
• Khador – 4th Assault Legion Uhlans
• Cryx – Bloodbane Wraith

• Retribution – Issyen’s Chargers

• Mercenaries – Madelyn Corbeau, Ordic Courtesan
• Trollbloods – Plains Riders

• Circle – High Priestess Casidhe

• Skorne – Bloodrunner Infiltrators
• Legion – Blightblood Incubus

• Minions – Farrow Highwaymen

Season models are legal for all league games throughout their
season but are not legal models for use outside of the WarTorn Alliances league.
Season model stat cards can be found in No Quarter
Magazine #41.

Awards
Champion Medal

The Champion medal goes to the player with the most points
on the league scoreboard.
Participation Patches

All players participating in a War-Torn Alliances league
season receive a participation patch. Players may earn
commendation patches by completing predetermined tasks
each season. An event organizer may make adjustments to
commendation requirements as needed.
Commendation Patches

Commendations for War-Torn Alliances: Olgunholt are as
follows:
• Hobby – Play a game with a fully painted warcaster/warlock and

three fully painted light or heavy warjack/warbeasts. Please see the

Painting, Modeling, Proxies and Conversions section of the War-Torn
Alliances rules document for complete painting and hobby rules.

• Combat – Play games at the 15-, 25-, 35-, and 50-point levels.

• Alliance – Play two team games with the faction you are allied with
this season with two different warcasters/warlocks.

Olgunholt 1
Wrath

Summary: The battlefield is a blasted wasteland divided
by twisted networks of trenches in which death lurks
beyond every corner. The only measure of victory is in
territory gained.
Each player begins with a 5˝ × 8˝ command trench in the
middle of his deployment zone, 5˝ from his rear table edge.
Players take turns placing 3˝ × 5˝ trench terrain features, with
each player placing ten.
Trench terrain features can be placed in contact with other
trench terrain features. After trench terrain features have been
placed, each player can place one additional terrain feature no
more than 10˝ in diameter on his side of the table at least 10˝
from the nearest trench terrain feature.
Victory Conditions

A player wins the game at the end of any of his turns if he has
more models completely in his opponent’s command trench
than his opponent has. Ignore fleeing models, out of formation
models, inert warjacks, and wild warbeasts when counting
models in a command trench. A player also wins the game
when he has the only remaining warcaster/warlock in play.
The winner receives additional league points equal to the
bonus points for the size of the game played.

Olgunholt 2

Team Game: When members of the same alliance control a
forest, the team scores 2 points instead of 1.
Raging Storm: Roll a d6 each round before the first player’s
turn. On a roll of a 5 or 6, the storm rages across the battlefield
with the following effect: This round, models cannot give
or receive orders and cloud effects leave play at the end of
each turn. Models not completely within one of the forest
templates along the centerline of the table suffer –2 SPD, RAT,
and DEF this round.
Victory Conditions

One-on-one: A player wins when he scores 5 control points
or when he is the only player with one or more warcasters/
warlocks in play. The winner receives additional league points
equal to the bonus points for the size of the game played.
Team Game: An alliance team wins when it scores 7 control
points or when it is the only team with one or more warcasters/
warlocks in play. Members of the winning team receive
additional league points equal to twice the bonus points for
the size of the game played, and all other participants receive
additional league points equal to the bonus points for the size
of the game played.
Note that an Event Organizer will award 1 map point to each
victorious player for his own faction.

Olgunholt 3
Onslaught

Walk in the Woods (team)

Summary: Players attempt to control a zone on the
opponent’s side of the board.

Summary: A fierce storm rages in the Olgunholt forest.
The only place to take shelter from the storm is in a thin
line of trees in the middle of a hotly contested battlefield.

Kill Box: Starting on the first player’s second turn, if a player
ends his turn with a friendly warcaster/warlock within 10˝ of
any board edge, that warcaster/warlock is destroyed.

Place three 5˝-diameter forests along the centerline of the
table: one at the center of the table, one 10˝ from the left board
edge, and one 10˝ from the right board edge.

Mark two 6˝ x 8˝ zones in accordance with the diagram below.

At the end of each player’s turn, starting at the end of the
second player’s second turn, a player earns 1 control point for
each forest he controls. A player controls a forest if he has one
or more models within the 5˝ forest template while none of his
opponent’s models are within it. For a unit to control the forest,
all models in the unit that are still in play must be completely
within the forest template. For a solo to control the forest,
it must have an army point cost of 1 or more. (For solos that
are purchased in multiples, divide the cost of the solos by the
number purchased to see if they are worth at least 1 point each.)
Ignore inert warjacks, wild warbeasts, and fleeing models
when checking for control; these models cannot control the
forest and do not prevent an opponent from claiming control.

At the end of each player’s turn, starting on the second
player’s second turn, a player earns 1 control point if he
controls the zone on the opponent’s side of the board.
Victory Conditions

The first player to earn at least 2 control points and have more
control points than the opponent wins the game.
The winner receives additional league points equal to the
bonus points for the size of the game played.
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Photocopy these templates for your personal use.

OLGUNHOLT 1: WRATH TRENCH
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